Retail Training Guide
To addressing customer questions about
South Orange’s reusable bag law.

Starting on January 1, 2020 single use plastic carry-out bags will be prohibited at all
retail establishments within the Township of South Orange Village and paper carry-out
bags will have at least a 5¢ fee.
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Not all of these suggested responses will apply to your unique business so you may want to change the
language to better reflect your specifics. The goal is to encourage customers to bring their own reusable
bags which reduces both waste and your cost of goods.

Customer Questions

Suggested Responses

Why can’t I get a free plastic
bag anymore?

South Orange has prohibited all single use plastic carry-out
bags and this applies to all retailers within South Orange.
The ban is designed to help protect the environment and
wildlife by reducing the litter and damage caused by
single-use plastic bags
Alternatively please feel free to bring your own reusable
bags; there is no cost to use your own bags.

What counts as a reusable
bag?

Reusable bags made of cloth or other washable material,
with stitched handles that are specifically designed and
manufactured for multiple reuse. A bag is suitable for multiple reuse if it is machine washable or is made from a material that can be otherwise cleaned and disinfected.

www.southorange.org/bags
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What difference will this law
really make?

In New Jersey we use 4.5 billion plastic bags annually and
we typically use each one for less than 15 minutes. We only
recycle 2-5% of these bags.
Other countries across the world and other states and cities
in America have implemented similar bans and witnessed a
dramatic reduction in plastic bag litter and improved environmental outcomes.

I didn’t bring enough
reusable bags.
What do I do?

We have paper carry-out bags available for 5¢.
We have reusable bags available to purchase for a small fee.
We have empty stock boxes available for you to pack and
carry your goods.

Why do I have to pay for
reusable bags?

Reusable bags are higher quality and therefore higher cost
so we do need to charge a small amount for them.

What about restaurant
delivery and take-out?

Restaurants charge 5¢ per order for paper bags required for
delivery or takeout of that order. They often do not know
how many bags are required until after the purchase is
made and the customer is out of contact.
Doggy bags are exempt from the carry-out paper bag fee.

Are seniors and public
assistance recipients
exempt from the paper
carry-out bag fee?

Yes. Seniors (65 years or older) are exempt. Persons using
the New Jersey State Supplemental Nutritional Assistance
Program (SNAP), EBT, or New Jersey State Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and Children
(WIC) are also exempt.

Local shopping is sustainable shopping, please bring your own bag!

